Latitudinal dependence of the ExTL from in situ observations
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Multiple in-situ datasets are combined and a consistent set of dynamical diagnostics is derived from ECMWF wind fields. These tools are used to investigate the extra tropical transition layer (ExTL) region in terms of potential temperature – equivalent latitude coordinates and distance relative to the local dynamical (PV) tropopause. The location and structure of the maximal vertical gradient of CO is studied as a mean to define a chemical tropopause. The same methods applied to other tracers (e.g. ozone) give different results since different tracers have different chemical tropopauses. Iso-PV following vertical coordinates can be used to relate the dynamical/PV based tropopause and the tracer gradient based tropopause taking into account latitudinal dependence and seasonal variability. The resulting information is intended to derive diagnostics useful to test the performance of global chemical models and establish comparisons with Lagrangian models.